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Abstract:: With the major growth in roadways, there is a raise in
the number of toll booths. These toll booths have lengthy queues,
the time consumed in paying cash and returning change causes
additional delay. In this paper, a system uses Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) technology, ARM LPC2148, GSM, relay
and computer host. RFID is used to obtain the vehicle number.
RFID card with unique id is mounted on every vehicle, data
contain on the card is examined by the RFID scanner placed at
the toll gate. If the vehicle belongs to authorized person or
registered, fixed money is automatically deducted from the
owners account, message will be send to registered mobile
number and automatically toll gate is opened. In this project
Rs.50 is deducted for car and Rs.100 is deducted for bus. If the
account balance becomes insufficient then buzzer is alarmed,
message will be sent to the owner that she/he has insufficient
balance and should use manual toll payment. If the vehicle
belongs to higher officials such as VIP, police, army, ministers
or ambulance the toll gate is opened automatically and the
amount is not deducted. For upcoming situation all vehicle
information that passes the toll will be stored. Stolen vehicle
directory is also present, if the card number of the vehicle
matches then buzzer is alarmed, message will be sent to the
registered police station, amount is deducted from owner’s
account and gate is opened. The advantage is that message is
sent both to the owner and
police station. Coding is done in Embedded C. This system
eliminate the manual cash handling, reduces traffic congestion
and help in lesser fuel utilization. This makes automatic toll
collection more convenient for the public use.

The system uses Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
equipment where RFID card can be either active or passive.
Active card have their personal internal power supply
permit a large range, while passive tag use incoming signal
from scanner thus have a shorter range. Scanner will have
an antenna to transmit also receive signal from each card.
Here passive tags are used. RFID tag identifies the type of
vehicle such as authorized vehicle or higher official’s
vehicle or stolen vehicle. Based on the type of vehicle some
operations will be carried out. If the vehicle is authorized
and registered then money is deducted from owner’s
account, message will be send to his mobile number
regarding amount deducted as well as his balance and the
toll gate is opened. If vehicle belongs to higher officials
such as VIP, police, army, ministers or ambulance then
amount is not deducted and toll gate is opened
automatically. If vehicle is identified as stolen from the
database maintained then the message is sent to the police
station, a predetermined amount will be deducted and the
gate is opened. Figure 1 shows the working module of
automatic vehicle identification for multiple purposes at toll
collection system. There are many uses of automatic vehicle
identification for multiple purposes at toll collection system
namely; reduction in time, reduction in cost, faster services.
By keeping a balance on the card itself payments can be
done, increase lane capacity, reduction in fuel consumption,
reduces air pollution and convenience to users.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

If we offer good alternative for public transport which saves
time, we won’t have traffic problems in any country’s
economy. Presently highway plays an important function in
economical development, with a development of economy
the growth of highway is becoming faster. Traditional toll
collection system is time consuming so there is a lengthy
queue of vehicle to pass the toll plaza [1]. This is a
technology for collection of toll to guarantee smooth flow
of traffic in efficient and faster way. Automatic vehicle
identification is used for multiple purposes.
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Figure 1: Working module
II.

BACKGROUND OVERVIEW

A. Existing System
All motor vehicle have to stop at the toll booth next to
highway, to give toll amount, one individual will gather
cash and issue receipt. After receiving receipt gate is
opened for driver to come out of toll plaza. This receipt is
again checked by another person at the end of the toll for
verification [2].
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B. Drawback of Existing System
This system is slower and creates traffic jam as every
vehicle has to stop; there are lengthy queue of motor vehicle
at toll plaza. One person should be present to collect the toll
amount and another for verification [3].

RFID
Module
ARM 7

Buzzer

C. Proposed System
Automatic Vehicle Identification is a digital system for
collecting toll from vehicles without stopping them. Toll
collection lanes increase the speed and efficiency of traffic
flow and saves drivers time. A RFID card is mounted on
each vehicle with unique ID which contains all details about
the vehicle and holder. When vehicle comes close to toll
plaza, card will emit the radio wave signal. RFID scanner
receives the signal from card, decodes that signal and sends
to ARM controller. Microcontroller is interfaced with
computer host to gather vehicle data through serial port for
future use. Microcontroller checks balance if it has enough
balance then fixed amount is deducted from the account.
Using GSM modem message will be send to owners’
mobile number regarding amount deducted and balance.
The toll gate is opened. If the vehicle belongs to the higher
officials then the toll gate is opened automatically. Here
using RFID tag number we can determine if the vehicle
belongs to higher officials or authorized user or stolen
vehicle. If the vehicle is stolen then buzzer will be alarmed
and message will be send to the registered police station. A
predetermined amount is deducted from the owners account
and then gate is opened. Figure 2 shows the proposed
system. The key advantages over current system are
automatic collection of toll tax, free flow of traffic, time
saving and record preservation.
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Figure 3:
Diagram
of Proposed
III.Block
RFID
MODULE
System
RFID (Radio frequency identification technology) is used
for automatic detection and tracking of vehicle at toll booth
which contains card and scanner. Data present on card is
scanned by the reader and sent to the controller [5].
E. RFID Reader
RFID READER NSK EDK-125-TTL is used in this project
and is shown in Figure 4. NSK125 series RFID reader
module will have a built-in transmitter. It works with a
typical carrier frequency of 125 kHz. To the host system the
tag data is sent through the wired message interface using a
protocol which is chosen from the component both TTL and
Wiegand protocol. In this project TTL protocol is used.The
LF component is best suited for applications in access
control, occasion and attendance and extra RFID enabled
applications.

Figure 4: NSK RFID Reader
F. RFID Tag

Figure 2: Proposed System which
reduces traffic
D. Block Diagram
Block diagram of automatic vehicle identification for
multiple purposes at toll collection system is as shown in
Figure 3. RFID scanner decodes the information and send to
controller. PC acts as a database and LCD displays the
position of operation. GSM unit is interfaced through ARM
controller which sends notification to car holder if he has
inadequate amount or fewer amounts. Buzzer is used when
vehicle is stolen. Motor driver is used for opening and
closing the gate.
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RFID tag has 2 types- passive and active tag [4]. Active
RFID cards enclose their own power source, benefit of this
card is the scanner can be at a very longer distance and still
get signal. These devices have restricted life span. Passive
RFID cards don’t require batteries hence are compact and
have limitless life span. The RFID tag and its internal
circuitry are as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: RFID Tag and its Internal Circuitry
RFID card is a microchip joint which has antenna in a
compact package. Figure 7 shows the inner circuitry of
RFID tag. The covering is planned to allow RFID card to be
attached to track the item [6]. Some extra data like unique
serial number is obtained when the tags antenna accept
signal from RFID scanner.

1)
2)
3)
1)
2)
3)

Passive cards major advantages and disadvantages are listed
below:
Advantages
The card works without a battery.
The card is generally less expensive to produce.
The card size is much smaller.
Disadvantages
With very little distance the card can be read.
No need to have sensors which will have electricity for
power.
The tag remains legible for a very long time, even after the
product to which the tag is attached has been sold and is no
longer being tracked.
G. Gsm Modem
Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) is a
design used for mobile communication in most of the
countries. The SIM800 quad band GSM/GPRS serial
modem is shown in Figure 6.

with embedded software. Embedded software decides the
functioning of embedded system. Most often used language
to program the microcontroller is Embedded C language.
Embedded C is an addition to C programming language that
provides support for increasing efficient programs for
embedded devices. In embedded systems hardware
becomes the body, embedded processor act as brain and
embedded software forms its soul.
For microcontroller based applications Embedded C is used.
Limited resources are used such as RAM, ROM, I/O’s on
an embedded processor. Embedded C needs compilers to
generate the files to be downloaded to the
microcontroller/microprocessor anywhere it wants to run. In
this project Embedded C code is written for ARM7
LPC2148, LCD, RFID, motor and RFID tag to distinguish
between the types of vehicle.

V.

FLOW CHART OF THE SYSTEM

A. Flow chart for automatic vehicle identification for
multiple purposes at toll collection system.

Figure 6: GSM Module 800C
SIM800 is a full quad-band GSM/GPRS system. SIM800H
carry quad-band 850/900/1800/1900MHz, it can send voice,
SMS and data information with little power consumption.
The SIM800 modem has a SIM800 GSM component and
RS232 interface which allows simple connection with the
computer or laptop using USB to serial connector or to the
microcontroller using RS232 to TTL converter. Embedded
C code is written using AT commands.
IV. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
A. Embedded C Programming
The soul of processor implementation inside each and every
embedded system such as mobile phones, TV, digital
cameras and washing machine is the Embedded C
programming. Each and every processor will be connected
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Figure 8: Flow Chart for detection of
stolen vehicle
Initially RFID tag is scanned and
data is read from it. This RFID tag
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number is compared with database to know if it is valid
number. If the number is valid then tag number belongs to
higher officials or not is determined. If the number belongs
to higher officials such as VIP, police, army, minister’s
vehicle or an ambulance the toll gate is opened directly
without deduction of toll amount. If the vehicle does not
belong to higher officials and is registered then if the owner
has sufficient balance toll amount is deducted and the gate
is opened.
Message of amount deducted and balance will be send to
owners’ mobile number. Flow chart for automatic vehicle
identification is shown in Figure 7.
B. Flow Chart for detection of stolen vehicle at toll
collection system

Figure 9: Basic hardware implementation
All RFID tags have unique tag numbers.
Based on tag number present in the database of computer
host vehicle is identified as valid (Access general), VIP or
stolen. This is displayed on LCD. Message will be send to
holder if it is general access vehicle and message will be
send to both holder and police station if it is a stolen vehicle
which is depicted in Figure 10. The gate will be opened for
certain time period and then closed.

Figure 7: Flow chart for Automatic
Vehicle Identification.
RFID tag is scanned using RFID reader and checked if it is
valid or not. If the tag is not valid then the tag number is
compared with the stolen database. If it matches then buzzer
is alarmed and notification is send to both police station and
the owner. The owner gets the message of amount deducted
and his balance. Then the toll gate is opened. Figure 8
shows flow chart for detection of stolen vehicle
VI. RESULTS
Figure 9 depicts the basis hardware implementation of the
project which consists of RFID reader, RFID tags, LED’s,
LCD display, ARM 7 LPC2148, GSM and a buzzer.
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opened. The advantage is that the owner receives the
message about the toll amount deducted and his balance.
This makes the system more beneficial that the message
will be send both to the owner in addition to police
station.GSM unit is used to send the message to the mobile
so that the owner gets to know how much amount he has
paid and there are no chances of paying extra money. The
main objective is to keep all vehicles under registration, so
that no unregistered vehicle can be used and do immoral
works against law.
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Figure 10: Vehicle type determination
using RFID
tag and message sent
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper discusses about the automatic vehicle
identification for multiple purposes at toll collection system.
RFID technology is used which is highly steady as well as
consistent technology. The RFID without human
intervention detects the type of vehicle such as registered,
higher officials or stolen vehicle. This system eliminates the
human interaction at toll booth. Since the system is fully
automatic, time consumed at the toll booth is reduced which
in turn reduces the fuel consumption, low cost, high
secured, reduce noise and toxin emission at toll station,
efficient and reduces the traffic. In the proposed system,
authorized user who has registered will pay the toll amount,
message will be sent to his mobile number and gate is
opened. If the vehicle belongs to higher officials then they
need not pay the toll amount so, the gate is opened directly.
If the vehicle is stolen then the message will be sent to the
police station, amount will be deducted from the owners
account, buzzer will be alarmed and the gate will be
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